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EU legal framework 

 

Title  Year  
(EU) 2021/1058 — on the European Regional Development Fund and the Cohesion 

Fund  

June 2021  

(EU) 2021/1059 (ETC) — on specific provisions for the European territorial cooperation 

goal (Interreg) supported by the European Regional Development Fund and external 

financing instruments  

June 2021  

(EU) 2021/1060 (CPR) — common provisions on the European Regional Development 

Fund, the European Social Fund Plus, the Cohesion Fund, the Just Transition Fund and 

the European Maritime  

June 2021  

EGESIF_14-0012_02 final — Guidance for the Member States on Management 

verifications (programming period 2014-2020)  

Sept 2015  

EGESIF_14-0017 — Guidance on Simplified Cost Options (SCOs): Flat rates, Standard 

scales of unit costs, lump sums  

Sept 2014  

EGESIF 15-0008-05 — Guidance for the Member States on the Drawing of 

Management Declaration and Annual Summary – and  

the Annex 2 — typology of findings from management verifications (programming 

period 2014-2020)  

August 2015  

Revision 2018  

Guidance on public procurement – on avoiding the most common errors in projects 

funded by the European Structural and Investment Funds  

Revision 2018  

C(2019) 3452 final – Commission decision and the annex laying down the guidelines for 

determining financial corrections for non-compliance with the rules on public 

procurement  

Revision 2019  
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Regulatory references 
The MA has the overall responsibility for management verifications, carrying out verification of the expenditures 

incurred and paid by the beneficiary. 

 

Regulation (EU) 2021/1058 — on the European Regional Development Fund and the Cohesion Fund 

Regulation (EU) 2021/1059 (ETC) — on specific provisions for the European territorial cooperation goal (Interreg) 

Regulation (EU) 2021/1060 (CPR) — common provisions on the European Regional Development Fund 

Article 46, ETC – Function of the MA 

Article 72, CPR – Function of the MA 

Article 37, ETC – Rules on the eligibility of expenditure 

Article 63, CPR – Eligibility 

Article 64, CPR – Non-eligible costs 

Article 38, ETC – General provisions on the eligibility of cost categories 

Article 39, ETC – Staff costs 

Article 40, ETC – Office and administrative 

Article 41, ETC – Travel and accommodation 

Article 42, ETC – External expertise and services 

Article 43, ETC – Equipment 

Article 44, ETC – Infrastructure and works 

Article 69, CPR – Responsibilities of MSs 

Article 74, CPR – Management verifications 

Article 81, CPR – Management verifications and audits of financial instruments 

Article 82, CPR – Availability of documents 

 

1. Legal basis and rationale for a programme-wide risk-based methodology for management 

verifications 
This methodology is designed to be proportionate to the risks (with a particular focus on staff costs and public 

procurements) and easy to understand and implement for controllers. In the MCSD, the MA states that the methodology 

generally provides an outline of its assessment and main adresses, while the technical specifications are delegated to the 

national controllers who detail the methodology in their National Controllers’ Manuals. 

 

In accordance with article 62 of Regulation (EU) 2021/1060, “to ensure an appropriate balance between the effective 

and efficient implementation of the Funds and the related administrative costs and burdens, the frequency, scope and 

coverage of management verifications should be based on a risk assessment that takes into account factors such as the 

number, type, size and content of operations implemented, the beneficiaries as well as the level of the risk identified by 

previous management verifications and audits. Management verifications should be proportionate to the risks resulting 

from that risk assessment and audits should be proportionate to the level of risk to the budget of the Union”. 

Moreover, according to article 74 (2) of the same regulation, “management verification (…) shall be risk-based and 

proportionate to the risks identified ex ante and in writing.” 

Finally, in its Reflection note, the EC states that “each MA is responsible for developing and implementing its 

methodology… and considering the relevant aspects of the OPs and the specific context in which these are 

implemented.” 

 

Interreg Italy - Slovena is a programme financing partners coming from 2 Members States. The rules and requirements 

regarding the type of partners, activities and expenditure financed are set at programme level and are therefore the same 

for both countries. Moreover, in case of audit findings, they are projected across the project partnership and programme 

as a whole, without any particular reasoning by Partner State. It is thus possible and even necessary to assess the risks at 

programme level. Therefore, in order to harmonize and guarantee equal treatment, a methodology at programme level 

was deemed more relevant than having methodologies developed at Partner State level. 

This methodology is included in the management and control system description (MCSD) of the programme (as its 

annex). 
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2. Validity and updating of the Methodology  
The Managing Authority is responsible for the development and implementation of its own methodology based on a 

risk management assesment. The relevant and innovative aspects of the 2021-2027 programming period and the specific 

context in which Programme’s specific oblectives are implemented are taken into account when preparing the 

methodological sampling document. 

The risks shall be periodically reassessed by the programme based on controller’s corrections and audit results. For the 

first time, this risk re-assessment will take place, if necessary, after the first reporting period.  

The methodology will be updated when needed, or when National controllers detect the requirement, and based on the 

revised risk assessment at the annual anti-fraud working group meetings, to reinforce the controls or further reduce 

them depending on the level of risks.  

Regardless of the provisions of the methodological document, in case major problems are detected (notably through 

second level audits, system audits or other checks/audits) or in case of external factors affecting the risks, the 

methodology will be revised immediately without waiting for the periodic re-assessment of the risks. 

The Monitoring Committee and the Audit Authority will be informed about the re-assessment of the risks and updates 

of the methodology.  

 

3. Process  
To reach the goal of an efficient, proportionate, and risk-based management verification methodology the programme 

has decided to structure the process as follows:  

 Participation in INTERACT workshop on Risk-based management verifications in 2021-2027 on May 12th 2022. 

 Participation in the 1st meeting of the 21-27 programming period Working Group for fraud risk analysis in Trieste 

(MA/JS/National controllers ITA and SI/Accounting function unit of FVG Region) on December 14th 2022. 

 Participation in the 2nd meeting of the 21-27 programming period Working Group for fraud risk analysis in Lijubliana 

(MA/JS/National controllers ITA and SI/Accounting function unit of FVG Region) on April 5th 2023. 

 Exchange with other programmes of the INTERACT workshop documentation on risk-based management verifications 

methodology1.  

 Participation in INTERACT Controllers workshop in Sofia (Bulgary) on May 16th -17th 2023.  

 Participation in an internal meeting in virtual mode between MA/JS staff and Italian National controllers on May 18th 2023. 

 Participation in the 3rd meeting of the 21-27 programming period Working Group for fraud risk analysis in Trieste 

(MA/JS/National controllers ITA and SI/Accounting function unit of FVG Region) on June 7th 2023. 

 Risk assessment specific to Interreg VI-A Italy-Slovenia 2021-2027 cooperation programme carried out by the MA with 

the support of JS and of the National controllers: analysis of the errors detected by controllers and second level auditors on 

all expenditure reported to the programme until April 2023 by partners financed under the 2014-2020 programme.  

 Presentation and discussion of risk assessment and draft methodology to national controllers in June 2023.  

 Collection of feedback from centralised controllers.  

 Final draft of the methodology on June 2023.  

 Information to te Monitoring Commette and to the audit authority about the process and the methodology.  

 

4. Risk-based assessment  
The risk-based assessment is undertaken by estimating the quantitative and severity of the risk related to a specific 

situation. The overall basis of the risk assessment is the project partner claims and the errors detected by controllers as 

they were reported in the programme online system for the period 2014-2020 up to April 2023. Generally, the different 

analyses found that during the 2014-2020 programming period, no errors above 2% were detected, nor the need to 

submit OLAF files to the European Commission. 

IT-SI Risk-based Management Verification is based on sampling checks on two levels: 

 

1) Sampling at Programme level - how many and which reports to check  

 

2) Sampling per project partner at report level (all the first and last/final reports will be checked) on the basis of 

the following items: 

                                                 
1Guidance on the risk-based management verifications for 2021-2027 and HIT methodology and Risk based management verifications 

Article 74 (2) CPR 2021-20271 - REFLECTION PAPER. 
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- Beneficiary (Public - Private) 

- Area of origin (from Italy/Slovenia programme Area) 

- Amount of the expenditure 

- Cost categories  

- Procurement procedures  

 

4.1. Data used for the risk assessment  

To identify where the risks lie, in April 2023 the Interreg VI-A  Italy-Slovenia 2021-2027 cooperation programme used 

the data from the online monitoring system submitted from 2019-20222. According to art. 74 (1) letter a) of CPR and 

art. 46 of Interreg Regulation, the data included the collected figures related to awarding procedures, infrastructures, etc. 

extrapolated from data warehouse (extractions of data per cost categories). The MA/JS made a list of the typology of 

expenditures in order to verify the dimension per each cost category and identify the main expenditure typology 

reported by beneficiaries.  

 

Table 1: not eligible costs 

Moreover, the analysis included also the 

verification of the incidence of errors of 

beneficiaries on costs category, especially 

on staff costs and external 

expertise/services and between public and 

private beneficiaries divided per area of 

origin (Italy and Slovenia).  

The purpose has been to find the sampling 

percentage for administrative and on–the-

spot checks and put in writing the 

Programme sampling methodology. 

Also errors detected during the second 

level audits have been taken into 

consideration as well as the evaluation of 

the following items checked in 14-20 

programming period as listed in the Annex 

1 to the Programme “Self assessment and 

Action Plan for the internal control system” document: 

 

 Conflicts of interest 

 False declarations  

 Double funding 

 Tendering process not in compliance with relevant legal framework (intentionally) 

 Lack of compulsory tendering process  

 Manipulation of expenditure reports and false costs 

 False labour costs 

 Costs claimed for inadequately qualified labour 

 Not correct application of the rules of the Manual of eligibility of expenditure  

 Lack of reporting of irregularities (intentionally). 

 

 

                                                 
2 Dates of the beneficiaries reports of the 14-20 programming period. 
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Table 2: public/private bodies not eligible costs percentage (data compared to the percentage of PU/PRI Bodies) 

 

 

 

 

The resulting risk criteria were assessed as follows:  

 

- Are private partners riskier than public ones?  

- Is there a difference depending on the typology of call (standard, strategic)? 

- Is there a difference depending on the area of origin of the beneficiary (ITA/SI)? 

- Is there a difference between report numbers? (eg. Is the risk of errors higher in the first report?)  

- Which are the riskiest cost categories?  

- Which are the expenditure categories with the largest amounts/budget? 

- Which type of errors are the most common ones?  

 

 

The risk analysis also assessed: 

- whether desk-based/administrative or on-the-spot checks detected more errors.  
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Table 3: not eligible costs per area 

 
 

 
 

 
4.2. Results of the risk assessment  

The risk assessment for the 2014-2020 programming period confirmed that the risks are much more linked to the 

reported expenditure (especially the ones submitted in the first and last reporting periods) rather than the type of partner, 

area or the topic of projects’ call (see summary of the results below and further detailed in Annex 1). Even if public 

partners recorded more errors than the private ones, a risk assessment at the selection stage based on criteria linked to 

the type of partners or type of project is not relevant, also considering that the type of activities and budgeted costs in 

Interreg Italy-Slovenia are similar for all projects.  

 

The assessment concluded that the risk of errors lies with certain cost categories (staff costs, external expertise and 

services), and certain type of errors (miscalculation, public procurement, audit trail), especially in the first reporting 

period. On the contrary, the risks are very low for other costs categories (eg. Equipment) and other types of errors (eg. 

double-funding), also according to audit checks results.  

 

Risk Assessed Result 

 

Are private partners riskier than public ones? No statistical impact on error rate  

Is there a difference depending on the typology of call 

(standard, strategic)? 

No statistical impact on error rate  

Is there a difference depending on the area of origin of the 

beneficiary (ITA/SI)? 

No statistical impact on error rate  

Is there a difference between different report numbers? (eg. Is 

the risk of errors higher in the first report?)  

First reports  

Which are the riskiest cost categories?  Staff, external expertise 

Which are the expenditure categories with the largest 

amounts/budget? 

Staff, external expertise 

Which type of errors are the most common ones?  Miscalculation, public procurement, audit trail 

Which one detected more errors between desk-

based/administrative or on-the-spot checks? 

Desk-based/administrative checks 
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Table 4: summary of not eligible costs 

 

 
 

 

 

5. Methodology and Scope of verifications  
Verifications under Article 74 (2) common provision regulation comprise two key elements:  

 Administrative verifications (i.e., desk-based) regarding each application for reimbursement by beneficiaries 

and  

 On-the-spot verifications of operations. Controllers shall ensure that project outcomes have been delivered 

and paid out in compliance with the programme's requirements and relevant Regulations — EU and national, 

and specific national legislation (i.e., public procurement rules).  

 

Administrative verifications must be carried out to control the expenditures reported by beneficiaries and the relevant 

supporting documentation.  

On-the-spot verifications must be carried out to control delivery of the co-financed services, supplies and works, and 

aspects that cannot be observed during administrative verifications.  

The novelty for 2021 – 2027 is that management verification is risk-based performed and proportionate to risks 

identified ex-ante and in writing. 3 

In order to address the main risks faced by the programme over the previous programming periods (staff, external 

expertise, miscalculation, public procurement, audit trail), several mitigation measures have been implemented for 

the 2021-2027 period. 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 Reference document — EGESIF_14-0012_02 final, Guidance for the Member States on Management verifications (programming period 

2014-2020 
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5.1 Extended use of simplified cost options  

In the previous programme a preparation cost lump sum as well as a flat rate for office costs were used as simplified 

costs options (SCOs). For the 2021-2027 programme it was decided to keep different SCOs per each cost cathegory. 

With specific reference to the Regulation (EU) 2021/1060, point 42 provides that as regards grants provided to 

beneficiaries, Programme should make greater use of SCOs in order to reduce administrative burdens.  The purpose of 

introducing SCOs in the Interreg VI-A Italy-Slovenia Programme is therefore to support beneficiaries and reduce the 

administrative burden in the reporting phase both by the beneficiaries and in the framework of the administrative and 

on-the-spot controls. 

 

5.2 Simplification of the reporting of staff costs  

To reduce the risk of miscalculation when reporting staff costs, staff costs calculations options have been reduced to the 

following methods according to art. 55 of Regulation (EU) No 2021/1060) - and to art. 39, par. 1 letter b) of Regulation 

(EU) 2021/1059 - and to art. 53 of Regulation (EU) No 2021/1060) fort the standard unit costs: 

- real costs based on fixed percentage; 

- flat rate of 20% of direct costs (BL4, BL5 and BL6) other than staff costs; 

- standard unit costs. 

 

5.3 Simplification of the reporting of external expertise and services costs 

To reduce the risk of miscalculation when reporting External expertise and services costs, a beneficiary can be 

reimbursed on the basis of one of the following two options, according to Article 42, of Regulation (EU) 2021/1059: 

- real costs  

- within flat rate of up to 40% of eligible direct staff costs. 

 

As a final result, less controls will be carried out where Simplified Cost Options will be applied. 

 

 

5.4 SPF – Small Project Fund Operation  

Projects of limited financial volume, or ‘small-scale projects’, are foreseen for the Italy-Slovenia Interreg 2021-2027 

Programme as a tool that contributes to Programme objectives’ achievement and helps overcoming cross-border 

obstacles to cooperation by building trust between citizens and institutions, raising awareness, promoting mutual 

understanding and networking. 

The Programme is planning to implement them by supporting projects of limited financial volume according to art. 24 

(1.a) of the Interreg Regulation. 

The European Capital of Culture 2025 Nova Gorica - Gorizia aims at creating and implementing a programme of events 

highlighting the richness of culture, shared heritage and history and bringing benefits to local communities. The Interreg 

Italy-Slovenia 2021-2027 Programme will support the ECoC 2025 through the Small Project Fund. The EGTC GO will 

manage the implementation of the fund as a sole beneficiary via open calls and simplified application procedures. 

According to Art. 25 (4) of the Interreg Regulation, "The selection of small projects shall not constitute a delegation of 

tasks by the managing authority to an intermediate body, as referred to in Article 71(3) of Regulation (EU) 

2021/1060”. 

Within the Small Project Fund, a bottom-up approach for selecting the new project proposals will be carried out in order 

to finance projects that will contribute to the achievement of the Programme goals and will fit the Specific Objective 

4.6: “Enhancing the role of culture and sustainable tourism in economic development, social inclusion and social 

innovation”. An annual call for projects is foreseen starting from 2022”. 2 types of projects are expected: 

- short projects with a maximum duration of twelve months and the budget within 30.000 € and 50.000 €; 

- long projects exceeding twelve months’ duration, but end within 24 months. The allocation is up to 200.000 €. 

The Small Project Fund will apply simplified cost options as defined by the Art. 25 (6) of the Interreg regulation for the 

projects that do not exceed EUR 100.000. The EGTC GO will also support the use of simplified cost options for 

projects with greater budget. The SCOs will be determined and selected at the Programme level. 

 

The MA considers that the implementation of the specific objective SO4.6 and, specifically, of the operation SPF - 

Small Projects Fund, represents a high risk due to its newly defined contents.  

On the basis of the risk analysis carried out, the MA has concluded that the methodology must take into account the risk 

factors linked to the verification of the management of the Small Projects Fund, foreseeing, at Programme level, a 
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specific sampling by the Italian national controllers on the Sole Beneficiary, according to the legal status of the EGTC-

GO, aimed at carrying out the quality checks with the EGTC-GO in order to verify how Sole Beneficiary performs 

controls on final recipients of the Fund. Such quality checks could be also performed with the support of Slovene 

national controllers when required, in case by case basis.  

The methodology foresees to carry out checks at Programme level on the first and final reports of EGCT- GO as Sole 

Beneficiary, and at least one interim report per year, as well as at least one on-the-spot checks. 

 

5.5 Specific focus on prevention and trainings  

Independently from the system chosen for the risk-based sampling, the programme will provide training and guidance 

for projects to reduce the risk of errors when reporting costs to the controllers. In particular:  

 The staff costs reporting requirements are clearly explained to project partners in the Programme manual on 

eligibility of expenditures for approved projects to reduce the risk of errors in staff costs and related flat 

rates.  

 The office and administrative costs can be reimboursed on the basis of one of the following two options: a 

flat rate of 15% of eligible direct staff costs or within a flat rate of up to 40% of eligible direct staff costs. 

 Travel and accommodation costs of a beneficiary can be reimbursed on the basis of one of the following two 

options: 4% of eligible staff costs or a flat rate of up to 40% of eligible direct staff costs. 

 Public procurement principles and related risks identified by controllers and audits will be clearly explained 

in programme seminars/webinars organised for approved projects.  

 All the documents needed for the verification of costs will be uploaded to the programme informative system 

(JEMS) by the partners. This will further facilitate the work of controllers and auditors and reduce the risk of 

errors/findings linked to audit trail.  

 

5.6 Monitoring of progress reports by the Joint Secretariat  

Once the report has been confirmed by the controller and included in a progress report by the lead partner, the 

monitoring of the progress report is done by the Joint Secretariat. The JS officers’ verifications focus mainly on 

checking the link between the activities and costs reported, the compliance with the budget flexibility rule and 

justification for under/overspending, and this for each progress report submitted to the programme. The JS then 

confirms that the progress report can be considered complete and the Managing Authority signs the statement of 

expenditure.  

 

5.7 Extension of the verifications by the controller  

In addition to the expenditure items included in the sample generated by JEMS system based on errors detected and also 

on his/her professional judgement, the controller can decide to extend the sample to additional items (e.g.in case of 

doubts about some items or about the partner, in case of suspicion of fraud). In such case, an explanation should be 

provided in the report. If the controllers detect any error during their check of the sample, the sample should be 

extended. Using their professional judgement, the controllers can extend the sample to similar types of expenditure, to 

the whole cost category concerned, until arriving at the 100% of the list of expenditure. In case of errorrs detected in the 

sample, controllers must extend the verificaion (see chapter 7.2). 

 

 

6. Types of verifications 
6.1 Administrative verifications  

Administrative verification, also known as desk-based verifications, are the control checks the controllers undertake on 

the documentation of each claim for reimbursement in their own offices. The control must be carried out for any 

intermediate or final claim for reimbursement submitted by beneficiaries to control the expenditures reported and 

relevant supporting documentation.  

Controllers can complete administrative verifications regularly over the cost categories chosen i.e. budget lines for: 

- Staff costs 

- external expertise and services costs. 

Thus, verifications are undertaken through the inspection of documents and records. In simple terms, it is the reading 

and understanding of any relevant document, provided in electronic form or print out of an electronic record.  
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Once the administrative verifications are done, controllers prepare the on-the-spot verifications while increasing the 

control for the uncertain expenditure items and risky areas only — and outcomes that require specific control (i.e., 

publicity and visibility perspective); typical actions for on-the-spot verifications, interviews, and walk-throughs. 

 

Online verifications — an innovative tool for verifications 

Online verifications, complementing the administrative and on the spot verification, represent an innovative option to 

reduce the time, human, and financial resources for control. Besides the added value of the online verifications (by 

reducing the resources involved and shorter the time allocated for control), the advantages of using these online 

verifications have been considered to enhance and provide quality control and complete the work done with 

administrative/on-the-spot verifications.  

 

6.2 On-the-spot verifications  

On-the-spot verifications facilitate checks on the reality of the equipment or works delivered, the physical 

implementation of the project and compliance with publicity requirements. On-the-spot-checks may also be useful to 

verify the good functioning of internal processes, notably in case of doubts about the partner’s understanding of 

requirements, issues with the reporting, or suspicion of fraud for example.  

On-the-spot verifications have mainly an added value in practice, for projects for which there is a physical 

implementation to check (i.e., projects with pilot action equipment/or infrastructure).  

Furthermore, the above risk-analysis shows that in the context of Interreg V-A Italy-Slovenia 14-20 programming 

period, on-the-spot checks did not detect more errors than administrative checks. For this reason it is recommended that 

controllers carry out on-the-spot checks once in a project lifetime and for projects with a pilot action which includes 

reported equipment/infrastructure costs. This on-the-spot verification should take place once the costs related to the 

equipment/infrastructure costs have been reported. Based on their professional judgement, the controller can however 

decide to carry out an on-the-spot check for a project not reporting pilot equipment/infrastructure costs, if they deem 

that it has an added value for their check of suspicion of fraud, issues with the partner reporting/understanding of 

requirements, doubts about the proper functioning of internal processes, etc.). 

Finally, controller can decide to carry out on-the-spot check according to the findings of the open reports that recorded 

cuts and of the beneficiaries who used the flat rate of up to 40%. 

 

In summary, as a result of the analysis above, on-the-spot check will carried out according to the following 3 principles, 

as basis of the universe sample: 

- on the basis of the findings of the administative checked reports that reported financial corrections  

- beneficiaries who used the flat rate of up to 40% 

- reports related to equipment and infrastructure and works cost category  

 

Yearly RANDOM control is forseen and it will be performed in the percentage of the 30% of the total amout and of the 

number of reports of the expenditure already validated during the previous accounting year. 

 

The Extension of Sample is forseen after the peformance of the 30% yaerly random on-the-spot check when errors or 

irregularities have been detected within the sample.  

 

6.3 Technical aspects  

The sample will be drawn by JEMS system based on the items included in the list of expenditure by the project partner. 

All supporting documents will be uploaded by the partners to the IT system. The controller will have the possibility to 

extend the sample in JEMS if it is justified (also see 5.2). The scope and reason for extension should be documented in 

the control report.  

 

 

7. Interreg VI-A Italy Slovenia 2021-2027 programme strategy of the Methodology  

Based on the results of the risk assessment and the results/recommendations from the Audit Authority, the MA 

developed the following strategy the national controllers have to follow applying the methodology of Interreg VI-A 

Italy - Slovenia 2021-2027 Prorgamme, which forsees 2 sampling levels: 
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1. Check at Programme level - how many and which reports to check (data extrapolated from Jems): 

 The first 100 reports with reported expenditures received in the reporting phases will be checked.  

 In the following phases RBMV will be revised on the basis of the findings of the first 100 reports checked. 

Methodology will be revised consequently. 

 

2. Sampling per project partner at report level - National controllers have to respect the following indications to 

check the 100 reports chosen for the sampling at Programme level according to the following items: 

 Cost categories (up to 5 per each items reported for Staff costs and external expertise cost categories). 

 Procurement procedures (at least 3 procurements procedures, giving priority to those whose amount is above 

10,000.00 euro). 

 In case of equipments and infrastructures reported there will be the verification of the evidence of their 

existence.   

 Expenditures with errors detected by national controller in previous reports verifications.   

 In case that individual errors or irregularities are discovered during the control of the sample, as a result of 

which a financial correction of the expenditure is carried out, it is necessary to increase the sample by 10% of 

all items in the category being sampled. The sample thus increases to 20% of all items of each cost category in 

the partner's project progress report, which are randomly selected.  

 If additional errors are discovered in the enlarged sample, a 100% administrative check is carried out for the 

cost category in which additional errors were found in the enlarged sample.  

 With reference to control of legal bases, namely employment contracts, annexes or decisions for work on the 

project, etc., must be made 100% for all employees on the project. If significant errors are found in the sample, 

an analysis is made to determine whether the errors have a common characteristic (among other things, type of 

transaction, time period, etc.), which is taken into account in further work.  

 

3. Sample of on-the-spot verification - These are the minimum requirments National controllers has to follow to 

performe on-the-spot verification. As a result of the analysis above, on-the-spot check will be carried out 

according to the following 3 principles, as basis of the universe sample: 

 on the basis of the findings of the administative checked reports that reported financial corrections  

 beneficiaries who used the flat rate of up to 40% 

 reports related to equipment and infrastructure and works costs categories 

 

Yearly RANDOM control is forseen and it will be detailed in the national Controlls‘ Manual. 

 

4. Sample checks for SPF Operation - as defined below: 

 quality check at Programme level on Sole beneficiary  

 control of the first and final report and at least one interim report per year 

 at least one on-the-spot checks. 

 

Additional verification can be carried out also on the basis of the professional judgment of the National controllers, 

based on the quality of the expenditure reported and the quality of key items verification. 
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 1. TABLE 1. SUMAMRY OF ELIGIBLE COSTS 

1.1. PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REPORTED COSTS INCLUDING TA AND EGTC 

 

TOTLAL ELIGIBLE COSTS-BL 81.344.228,99 €                 

% TABLES TO TOTAL 

REPORTED INCLUDING TA 

AND EGTC

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and administrative 

costs – BL2
Travel and accommodation 

costs – BL3
External expertise and 

services costs – BL4
Equipment costs – BL5 Costs for infrastructure and 

works – BL6

% of total eligible reported 

(INCLUDIN EGTC AND TA)

TA 2% 0,01% 0,04% 2,26% 0,00% 0,00% 5%

Egtc 3% 0,417% 0,007% 1,639% 0,011% 2,058% 7%

ALL PROGRAM (INCLUDING Ta 

and Gect) 42% 6% 0,485% 33% 8% 11% 100%

ALL PROGRAM (EXCLUDING TA 

INCLUDING Egtc) 39% 6% 0,448% 31% 8% 11% 95%

ALL PROGRAM (INCLUDING TA 

EXCLUYDING Egtc) 39% 5% 0,478% 31% 8% 9% 93%

ALL PROGRAM(EXCLUDING TA 

and EGTC) 37% 5% 0,441% 29% 8% 9% 88%

STANDARD CALLS 25% 4% 0,339% 16% 5% 4% 53%

STRATEGIC CALLS 12% 2% 0,102% 13% 3% 5% 35%

Ta AND EGTC 5% 0,427% 0,043% 4% 0% 2% 12%

ITALIA (EXCLUDING TA and 

EGTC) 17% 2% 0,155% 21% 4% 3% 48%

SLOVENIA (EXCLUDING TA and 

EGTC 19% 3% 0,287% 8% 4% 6% 41%

FVG(EXCLUDING TA and EGTC) 11% 2% 0,097% 15% 2% 2% 32%

VENETO (EXCLUDING TA and 

EGTC) 6% 1% 0,058% 6% 1% 1% 16%  

 

 

1.2 PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL REPORTED COSTS EXCLUDING TA AND EGTC 

 

% of total REPORTED 

(EXCLUDING TA AND EGTC)  71.813.439,17 € 
 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and administrative 

costs – BL2
Travel and accommodation 

costs – BL3
External expertise and 

services costs – BL4
Equipment costs – BL5 Costs for infrastructure and 

works – BL6 % of total eligible reported 

(EXCLUDING  EGTC AND 

TA)

ALL PROGRAM 41% 6% 1% 33% 9% 11% 100%

STANDARD CALLS 28% 4% 0% 18% 5% 4% 60%

STRATEGIC CALLS 13% 2% 0% 15% 3% 6% 40%

PUBLIC BENEFICARIES 31% 4% 0% 29% 8% 9% 82%

PRIVATE BENEFICARIES 10% 1% 0% 4% 1% 1% 18%

ITALY 19% 3% 0% 24% 4% 4% 54%

SLOVENIA 22% 3% 0% 9% 5% 7% 46%

FVG 13% 2% 0% 17% 3% 2% 36%

VENETO 7% 1% 0% 7% 2% 1% 18%  

 

 

1.3 PERCENTAGE OF THE ITALIAN TOTAL REPORTED COSTS EXCLUDING TA AND EGTC 

 

% of total ITALIAN  

REPORTED (EXCLUDING TA 

AND EGTC)  38.774.516,27 € 
ELIGIBLE COSTS Staff costs – BL1 Office and administrative 

costs – BL2
Travel and accommodation 

costs – BL3
External expertise and 

services costs – BL4
Equipment costs – BL5 Costs for infrastructure and 

works – BL6
% COMPARED TO THE 

TOTAL ELIGIBLE FOR 

ITALY AREA

FVG 23% 3% 0% 31% 5% 4% 67%

VENETO 13% 2% 0% 13% 3% 3% 33%  
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2. TABLE 2. NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

2.1 NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS EXCLUDING TA AND EGTC 

 

NOT ELIGIBLE COST (EXCLUDING 

TA AND EGTC)

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and 

administrative costs 

– BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External expertise 

and services costs – 
BL4

Equipment costs – 
BL5

Costs for 

infrastructure and 

works – BL6

CHEK

1 185.810,25 €             26.432,42 €               3.416,13 €                40.794,29 €               82.305,65 €               -  €                         338.758,74 €             

2 232.818,89 €             33.975,43 €               4.136,65 €                148.325,06 €             44.190,58 €               31.345,82 €               494.792,43 €             

3 216.898,74 €             25.949,26 €               13.384,52 €               356.577,87 €             165.753,07 €             157.666,87 €             936.230,33 €             

4 150.869,56 €             21.757,19 €               6.174,30 €                201.121,26 €             162.664,60 €             16.788,67 €               559.375,58 €             

5 192.800,94 €             29.211,33 €               7.547,70 €                187.160,86 €             63.258,26 €               95.743,59 €               575.722,68 €             

6 151.862,74 €             22.495,03 €               2.973,53 €                144.903,60 €             120.055,82 €             14.387,28 €               456.678,00 €             

6,1 17.882,01 €               2.680,17 €                -  €                         8.790,31 €                -  €                         -  €                         29.352,49 €               

6,2 -  €                         -  €                         -  €                         -  €                         -  €                         -  €                         -  €                         

7 125.998,96 €             18.819,14 €               2.349,55 €                234.064,55 €             28.116,37 €               106.925,92 €             516.274,49 €             

8 46.115,57 €               6.617,32 €                2.608,32 €                127.670,26 €             19.475,21 €               4.710,44 €                207.197,12 €             

9 81.452,20 €               11.810,62 €               5.422,64 €                30.395,09 €               16.755,93 €               9.523,23 €                155.359,71 €             

10 143.434,97 €             21.298,28 €               7.260,46 €                146.991,16 €             21.410,82 €               94.902,02 €               435.297,71 €             

TOTAL 1.545.944,83 €          221.046,19 €             55.273,80 €               1.626.794,31 €          723.986,31 €             531.993,84 €             4.705.039,28 €           

 

2.2 PERCENTAGE OF NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS  

% TABLES OF NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS  

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and 

administrative costs 

– BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External expertise 

and services costs – 
BL4

Equipment costs – 
BL5

Costs for 

infrastructure and 

works – BL6

CHEK

1 55% 8% 1% 12% 24% 0% 100%

2 47% 7% 1% 30% 9% 6% 100%

3 23% 3% 1% 38% 18% 17% 100%

4 27% 4% 1% 36% 29% 3% 100%

5 33% 5% 1% 33% 11% 17% 100%

6 33% 5% 1% 32% 26% 3% 100%

6,1 61% 9% 0% 30% 0% 0% 100%

6,2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7 24% 4% 0% 45% 5% 21% 100%

8 22% 3% 1% 62% 9% 2% 100%

9 52% 8% 3% 20% 11% 6% 100%

10 33% 5% 2% 34% 5% 22% 100%

TOTAL 33% 5% 1% 35% 15% 11% 100%  

% NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS TO TOTAL NOT 

ELIGIBLE 4.705.039,28 €          

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and 

administrative costs 

– BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External expertise 

and services costs – 
BL4

Equipment costs – 
BL5

Costs for 

infrastructure and 

works – BL6

CHEK

1 4% 1% 0% 1% 2% 0% 7%

2 5% 1% 0% 3% 1% 1% 11%

3 5% 1% 0% 8% 4% 3% 20%

4 3% 0% 0% 4% 3% 0% 12%

5 4% 1% 0% 4% 1% 2% 12%

6 3% 0% 0% 3% 3% 0% 10%

6,1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%

6,2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7 3% 0% 0% 5% 1% 2% 11%

8 1% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 4%

9 2% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 3%

10 3% 0% 0% 3% 0% 2% 9%

TOTAL 33% 5% 1% 35% 15% 11% 100%  
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3. TABLE 3. PUBLIC-PRIVATE BENEFICIARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 3.1 PUBLIC BENEFICIARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

SUMMARY 

TABLE - 

PUBBLIC 

BENEFICARIES 

NOT ELIGIBLE  

COSTS 
 Reporting 

Period BL1 - Staff 

costs

BL2 - Office and 

administration

BL3 - Travel 

and 

accommodation

BL4 - External 

expertise and 

services

BL5 - 

Equipment

BL6 - 

Infrastructure 

and works CHEK

1 128.190,82 €     18.149,71 €      2.625,36 €        38.176,24 €      80.388,49 €      -  €                267.530,62 €     

2 164.430,48 €     23.751,70 €      3.493,31 €        98.216,22 €      31.103,63 €      31.345,82 €      352.341,16 €     

3 115.407,37 €     17.271,82 €      12.610,29 €      334.354,07 €     153.022,24 €     157.666,87 €     790.332,66 €     

4 91.414,39 €      13.431,25 €      5.821,16 €        192.609,59 €     160.787,13 €     16.788,67 €      480.852,19 €     

5 101.558,02 €     15.172,53 €      5.109,99 €        156.450,82 €     58.212,65 €      71.243,59 €      407.747,60 €     

6 95.740,82 €      14.076,70 €      1.374,23 €        139.644,36 €     85.658,76 €      14.387,28 €      350.882,15 €     

6,1 3.665,95 €        547,76 €           -  €                8.790,31 €        -  €                -  €                13.004,02 €      

6,2 -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                

7 72.505,66 €      10.795,12 €      1.907,50 €        167.980,53 €     28.046,56 €      106.925,92 €     388.161,29 €     

8 10.841,66 €      1.626,25 €        2.608,32 €        119.003,00 €     17.905,13 €      4.710,44 €        156.694,80 €     

9 66.628,40 €      9.587,05 €        2.779,56 €        24.861,58 €      11.034,13 €      9.523,23 €        124.413,95 €     

10 78.273,07 €      11.524,06 €      3.636,56 €        130.600,17 €     19.486,73 €      94.902,02 €      338.422,61 €     

TOTAL 928.656,64 €     135.933,95 €     41.966,28 €      1.410.686,89 €  645.645,45 €     507.493,84 €     3.670.383,05 €   

 

3.2 PERCENTAGE OF PUBLIC BENEFICIARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

% PUBBLIC 

BENEFICARIES 

NOT ELIGIBLE  

COSTS 

 Reporting 

Period 

BL1 - Staff 

costs

BL2 - Office and 

administration

BL3 - Travel 

and 

accommodation

BL4 - External 

expertise and 

services

BL5 - 

Equipment

BL6 - 

Infrastructure 

and works

CHEK

1 48% 7% 1% 14% 30% 0% 100%

2 47% 7% 1% 28% 9% 9% 100%

3 15% 2% 2% 42% 19% 20% 100%

4 19% 3% 1% 40% 33% 3% 100%

5 25% 4% 1% 38% 14% 17% 100%

6 27% 4% 0% 40% 24% 4% 100%

6,1 28% 4% 0% 68% 0% 0% 100%

6,2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7 19% 3% 0% 43% 7% 28% 100%

8 7% 1% 2% 76% 11% 3% 100%

9 54% 8% 2% 20% 9% 8% 100%

10 23% 3% 1% 39% 6% 28% 100%

TOTAL 25% 4% 1% 38% 18% 14% 100%
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3.3 PRIVATE BENEFICARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

SUMMARY 

TABLE - 

PRIVATE 

BENEFICARIES 

NOT ELIGIBLE 

COSTS 

 Reporting 

Period 

Staff costs – 
BL1

Office and 

administrative 

costs – BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External 

expertise and 

services costs – 
BL4

Equipment 

costs – BL5
Costs for 

infrastructure 

and works – 
BL6

CHEK

1 57.619,43 €      8.282,71 €        790,77 €           2.618,05 €        1.917,16 €        -  €                71.228,12 €      

2 68.388,41 €      10.223,73 €      643,34 €           50.108,84 €      13.086,95 €      -  €                142.451,27 €     

3 101.491,37 €     8.677,44 €        774,23 €           22.223,80 €      12.730,83 €      -  €                145.897,67 €     

4 59.455,17 €      8.325,94 €        353,14 €           8.511,67 €        1.877,47 €        -  €                78.523,39 €      

5 91.242,92 €      14.038,80 €      2.437,71 €        30.710,04 €      5.045,61 €        24.500,00 €      167.975,08 €     

6 56.121,92 €      8.418,33 €        1.599,30 €        5.259,24 €        34.397,06 €      -  €                105.795,85 €     

6,1 14.216,06 €      2.132,41 €        -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                16.348,47 €      

6,2 -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                -  €                

7 53.493,30 €      8.024,02 €        442,05 €           66.084,02 €      69,81 €             -  €                128.113,20 €     

8 35.273,91 €      4.991,07 €        -  €                8.667,26 €        1.570,08 €        -  €                50.502,32 €      

9 14.823,80 €      2.223,57 €        2.643,08 €        5.533,51 €        5.721,80 €        -  €                30.945,76 €      

10 65.161,90 €      9.774,22 €        3.623,90 €        16.390,99 €      1.924,09 €        -  €                96.875,10 €      

TOTAL 617.288,19 €     85.112,24 €      13.307,52 €      216.107,42 €     78.340,86 €      24.500,00 €      1.034.656,23 €   

 

3.4 PERCENTAGE OF PRIVATE BENEFICIARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

PRIVATE 

BENEFICIARIES 

NOT ELIGIBLE 

COSTS %

 Reporting 

Period 

Staff costs – 
BL1

Office and 

administrative 

costs – BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External 

expertise and 

services costs – 
BL4

Equipment 

costs – BL5
Costs for 

infrastructure 

and works – 
BL6

CHEK

1 81% 12% 1% 4% 3% 0% 100%

2 48% 7% 0% 35% 9% 0% 100%

3 70% 6% 1% 15% 9% 0% 100%

4 76% 11% 0% 11% 2% 0% 100%

5 54% 8% 1% 18% 3% 15% 100%

6 53% 8% 2% 5% 33% 0% 100%

6,1 87% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

6,2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7 42% 6% 0% 52% 0% 0% 100%

8 70% 10% 0% 17% 3% 0% 100%

9 48% 7% 9% 18% 18% 0% 100%

10 67% 10% 4% 17% 2% 0% 100%

TOTAL 60% 8% 1% 21% 8% 2% 100%  
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4. TABLE 4. NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS PER AREA 

 4.1. ITALIAN AREA NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

SUMMARY TABLE -

ITALIAN AREA 

NOT ELIGIBLE 

COSTS

 Reporting Period BL1 - Staff costs BL2 - Office and 

administration

BL3 - Travel and 

accommodation

BL4 - External 

expertise and 

services

BL5 - Equipment BL6 - 

Infrastructure and 

works

CHEK

1 87.051,22 €          11.990,92 €          3.041,36 €            35.309,62 €          74.146,33 €          -  €                    211.539,45 €           

2 155.910,98 €        22.445,54 €          1.481,24 €            56.510,31 €          43.217,43 €          -  €                    279.565,50 €           

3 153.565,24 €        16.450,25 €          7.106,22 €            319.176,33 €        125.017,85 €        -  €                    621.315,89 €           

4 64.424,21 €          9.529,16 €            4.387,95 €            159.146,65 €        3.568,63 €            16.788,67 €          257.845,27 €           

5 90.747,03 €          13.597,10 €          2.897,30 €            122.315,68 €        54.146,03 €          8.783,91 €            292.487,05 €           

6 105.984,37 €        15.741,09 €          1.066,58 €            87.420,65 €          84.544,80 €          25,41 €                294.782,90 €           

6,1 6.628,31 €            992,11 €              -  €                    8.790,31 €            -  €                    -  €                    16.410,73 €             

6,2 -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                       

7 96.877,64 €          14.528,49 €          2.059,57 €            63.559,70 €          23.950,65 €          87.189,66 €          288.165,71 €           

8 35.636,46 €          5.345,45 €            2.414,16 €            110.941,25 €        14.245,41 €          2.986,58 €            171.569,31 €           

9 20.605,05 €          2.928,32 €            2.936,20 €            20.415,60 €          8.128,95 €            1.665,20 €            56.679,32 €             

10 76.865,68 €          11.312,89 €          5.710,14 €            124.559,36 €        19.486,73 €          25.127,32 €          263.062,12 €           

TOTAL 894.296,19 €        124.861,32 €        33.100,72 €          1.108.145,46 €     450.452,81 €        142.566,75 €        2.753.423,25 €         

 

 4.2. PERCENTAGE OF ITALIAN BENEFICIARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

% ITALIAN 

BENEFICARIES

NOT ELIGIBLE  

COSTS 

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and 

administrative 

costs – BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External expertise 

and services 

costs – BL4

Equipment costs 

– BL5
Costs for 

infrastructure and 

works – BL6

CHEK

1 41% 6% 1% 17% 35% 0% 100%

2 56% 8% 1% 20% 15% 0% 100%

3 25% 3% 1% 51% 20% 0% 100%

4 25% 4% 2% 62% 1% 7% 100%

5 31% 5% 1% 42% 19% 3% 100%

6 36% 5% 0% 30% 29% 0% 100%

6,1 40% 6% 0% 54% 0% 0% 100%

6,2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7 34% 5% 1% 22% 8% 30% 100%

8 21% 3% 1% 65% 8% 2% 100%

9 36% 5% 5% 36% 14% 3% 100%

10 29% 4% 2% 47% 7% 10% 100%

TOTAL 32% 5% 1% 40% 16% 5% 100%  
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4.3 SLOVENIAN AREA NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

SUMMARY TABLE -

SLOVENIAN AREA  

NOT ELIGIBLE 

COSTS 

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and 

administrative 

costs – BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External expertise 

and services 

costs – BL4

Equipment costs 

– BL5
Costs for 

infrastructure and 

works – BL6

CHEK

1 98.759,03 €          14.441,50 €          374,77 €              5.484,67 €            8.159,32 €            -  €                    127.219,29 €           

2 76.907,91 €          11.529,89 €          2.655,41 €            91.814,75 €          973,15 €              31.345,82 €          215.226,93 €           

3 63.333,50 €          9.499,01 €            6.278,30 €            37.401,54 €          40.735,22 €          157.666,87 €        314.914,44 €           

4 86.445,35 €          12.228,03 €          1.786,35 €            41.974,61 €          159.095,97 €        -  €                    301.530,31 €           

5 102.053,91 €        15.614,23 €          4.650,40 €            64.845,18 €          9.112,23 €            86.959,68 €          283.235,63 €           

6 45.878,37 €          6.753,94 €            1.906,95 €            57.482,95 €          35.511,02 €          14.361,87 €          161.895,10 €           

6,1 11.253,70 €          1.688,06 €            -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    12.941,76 €             

6,2 -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                    -  €                       

7 29.121,32 €          4.290,65 €            289,98 €              170.504,85 €        4.165,72 €            19.736,26 €          228.108,78 €           

8 10.479,11 €          1.271,87 €            194,16 €              16.729,01 €          5.229,80 €            1.723,86 €            35.627,81 €             

9 60.847,15 €          8.882,30 €            2.486,44 €            9.979,49 €            8.626,98 €            7.858,03 €            98.680,39 €             

10 66.569,29 €          9.985,39 €            1.550,32 €            22.431,80 €          1.924,09 €            69.774,70 €          172.235,59 €           

TOTAL 651.648,64 €        96.184,87 €          22.173,08 €          518.648,85 €        273.533,50 €        389.427,09 €        1.951.616,03 €        

  

 

4.4 PERCENTAGE OF SLOVENIAN BENEFICIARIES NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

 

% SLOVENIAN 

BENEFICARIES 

NOT ELIGIBLE 

COSTS 

 Reporting Period Staff costs – BL1 Office and 

administrative 

costs – BL2

Travel and 

accommodation 

costs – BL3

External expertise 

and services 

costs – BL4

Equipment costs 

– BL5
Costs for 

infrastructure and 

works – BL6

CHEK

1 78% 11% 0% 4% 6% 0% 100%

2 36% 5% 1% 43% 0% 15% 100%

3 20% 3% 2% 12% 13% 50% 100%

4 29% 4% 1% 14% 53% 0% 100%

5 36% 6% 2% 23% 3% 31% 100%

6 28% 4% 1% 36% 22% 9% 100%

6,1 87% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100%

6,2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

7 13% 2% 0% 75% 2% 9% 100%

8 29% 4% 1% 47% 15% 5% 100%

9 62% 9% 3% 10% 9% 8% 100%

10 39% 6% 1% 13% 1% 41% 100%

TOTAL 33% 5% 1% 27% 14% 20% 100%  
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5. TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS 

5.1 TOTAL NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS EXCLUDING TA AND EGTC 

 

TOTAL NOT ELIGIBLE 

COSTS (EXCLUDING TA 

AND EGTC) 4.705.039,28 €                 

NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS

Staff costs – BL1 Office and administrative 

costs – BL2
Travel and 

accommodation costs – 
BL3

External expertise and 

services costs – BL4
Equipment costs – BL5 Costs for infrastructure 

and works – BL6
% compred to not 

eligibles reported costs 

(Excluding TA and EGTC)

ALL PROGRAM 33% 5% 1% 35% 15% 11% 100%

ITALY 19% 3% 1% 24% 10% 3% 59%

SLOVENIA 14% 2% 0% 11% 6% 8% 41%

PUBLIC BENEFICARIES 20% 3% 1% 30% 14% 11% 78%

PRIVATE BENEFICARIES 13% 2% 0% 5% 2% 1% 22%  

 

 

5.2 TABLE FOR NOMALIZATION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BODIES 

 

TABLE FOR NOMALIZATION OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BODIES

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5

TOTAL

% TO TOAL ELIGIBLE 

COSTS

RATIO TO ELIGIBLE 

COSTS

TOTAL  ELIGIBLE COSTS -

PRIVATE  BENEFICARIES  12.824.744,16 € 18% 22%

ELIGIBLE COSTS - 

PUBLIC  BENEFICARIES  58.988.695,01 € 82%

TOTAL  71.813.439,17 €  

 

 

5.3 STANDARDISED TABLE OF PUBLIC/PRIVATE BODIES  

 

NOT ELIGIBLE COSTS

Staff costs – BL1 Office and administrative 

costs – BL2
Travel and 

accommodation costs – 
BL3

External expertise and 

services costs – BL4
Equipment costs – BL5 Costs for infrastructure 

and works – BL6

PUBLIC BENEFICARIES 201.899,43 €                    29.553,43 €                      9.123,90 €                       306.697,72 €                    140.369,91 €                    110.334,34 €                    797.978,72 €                                      

PRIVATE BENEFICARIES 617.288,19 €                    85.112,24 €                      13.307,52 €                      216.107,42 €                    78.340,86 €                      24.500,00 €                      1.034.656,23 €                                   

PUBLIC BENEFICARIES 11% 2% 0% 17% 8% 6% STANDARDIZED TOTAL 1.832.634,95 €                                   

PRIVATE BENEFICARIES 34% 5% 1% 12% 4% 1%

STANDARDISED TABLE OF PUBLIC/PRIVATE 

BODIES (THE VALUES OF THE TABLE OF 

PUBLIC BODIES ARE MULTIPLIED *0.22 IN 

ORDER TO NORMALISE IT WITH RESPECT TO 

PRIVATE BODIES)
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